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To all aviom it may concern : .
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to the top or cover of the box. Fig. 2 is a sec
Be it known that I, FRANCIS BLAKE, of tion of the box and mechanism, taken through
Weston, in the State of Massachusetts, have the middle on the dotted line acac of Fig.1, and
invented an Improvement in Speaking-Tele showing
one of the screw-cups for making con
pluones, of which the following is a specifica nections with the exterior circuits. Fig. 3 is a
tion.

The invention has reference to the manner
of holding the diaphragm; and it consists of
the combination, with the diaphragm, of a ring
O seat upon one side thereof adapted to furnish
a support for its edges, and one or more flat
springs upon the other side, their free ends
pressing upon the diaphragm near its center
and holding it against said seat.
In my construction the diaphragm rests on
the ring-seat and is there held by said springs
without being rigidly clamped, and according
ly, besides possessing the advantages of a disk
supported at its edges, is free to expand and
contract without distorting strains under
changes of temperature or accidental warping
of the supports, while the said springs, by their
length, their positions, or manner of attach
ment, and the elasticity thereby obtained, be
sides holding the diaphragm against its ring
seat, dampen prolonged and false vibrations
without unduly interfering with the two vibra
tions, which are impressed by the sound-waves
and are to operate the instrument; and as these
devices which are employed for this purpose
are not the same as those which give the nor
mal pressure between the electrodes, each de
vice can receive the strain most desirable for
its special purpose without interfering with the
35 delicacy or amount of pressure suitable for the
other. This latter feature is very advanta
geous in an instrument in which, as in the in
strument hereinafter described, the contact be

tween the electrodes is small in area and deli
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cate in pressure.
The manner in which I construct instruments
embracing my invention is show in the draw
ings hereto annexed, in which
A represents a box or casing, ill which the
mechanism of a telephone embracing my im
provements is inclosed. This mechanism is
for convenience attached to the cover or top
of the box A'.
Figure 1 is a plan of the meclanism attached

So

cross-section of the box and mechanism on the 55

dotted line a' a' of Figs. 1 and 2, and showing
the screw-cups for making connections with
the exterior circuits.
. ..
. . .
B represents a metal ring or frame for hold
ing the mechanism of the telephone. It is
screwed to the cover A', as shown, and has two
ears, B. B°. On the inner surface of the ring
B is a narrowledge or lip, b, on which the disk
or diaphragm C is placed. This diaphragm is
formed, as usual, of a thin iron plate. A lin 65
ing of paper or other suitable material is placed
between it and the ledge or lip, and it is held
in place by two springs, D D, attached to the
metal rim or ring B, with their free ends press
ing upon the back of the diaphragm near its
center so as to hold it against the ledge. Thin
pads of rubber, a a, are placed between the
ends of the springs and the diaphragm. By
this method of holding the diaphragm in place
it is less liable to be distorted by a change of 75
temperature than when held wholly at its cir

cumference.

The center of the ring and diaphragm is
placed opposite the orifice E in the cover A',
through which the sounds enter the instru
ment. On the other side of the diaphragm and
at its center is placed one of the electrodes. It
is a small metal bar, e, one end of which rests
against the diaphragm. The other end is
brought nearly to a point, and is in contact
with the other electrode, e'. It is desirable that
it should beformed of orplated with some metal,
like platinum or nickel, which is not easily cor
roded. It may be attached directly to the dia
phragm; but I prefer to support it independ
ently, as shown, upon a light spring, c, which
tends to press it away from the diaphragm and
toward the opposite electrode. This method
of supporting the electrode insures its contact
with the other electrode under some circum 95
stances, when otherwise they would be liable
to be separated and the circuit broken. The
other electrode, e, is formed on a weighted
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Spring, d, which is supported on an adjusting
lever, F, by which the tension of the spring is
regulated. This spring must be stronger than
the Spring c, which supports the electrode e,
5 and from its greater strength it tends to keep
the electrode e in contact with the diaphragm.
Itis made of a piece of a common watch-spring,
and it carries at its free end a weight, g, heavy
enough to check very greatly the rate of vi
IO bration of the spring. This weight may be of
metal, which may serve directly as the elec
trode; but I have obtained better results by
applying to it at the point of contact with the
other electrode a piece of gas-coke or a hard
I5 pressed block of carbon, such as is used for elec
tric lights. The employment of the coke or car
bon does not, however, constitute a part of any
of my inventions further than it contributes a
portion of the weight carried by the spring. If
2O the weight is a non-conductor, as it may be,
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the line-wires with the secondary circuit of the
coil I.
.
The use of the induction-coil is notessential,
and the wires ic v' may go at once to the re
ceiving-instrument. The wire it is connected 6o
directly with the spring-arm e of the electrode
e, as shown in Fig.2. The wire ac' is connected
with one of the ears of the ring B, as shown
in Fig. 3, which is in metallic connection with
the electrode e', as shown in Fig. 2.
65
In applications already pending for patents
-for improvements in speaking-telephones, the
first of which was filed January 3, 1879, I have
described and shown precisely the same in
strument herein described and shown. The to
object of the present application is to secure
by a division of the said former application of
January 3, 1879, a separate patent for the in
provements in said instrument which are here
inabove
especially referred to as resulting from 75
there must be a metallic conductor between the method of supporting the diaphragm. All
the carbon or other electrode used and the other inventions made by me and embodied in
spring or some other part of the circuit. The said instrument are herein disclaimed, since
weight must be proportioned to the stiffness they form or will form the subject-matter of
25 of the spring, a stiffspring requiring a heav claims in said other applications, or in still 8o
ier weight than a weaker one.
furtherapplications filed here with or to be filed
The adjusting-lever F, to an arm of which hereafter.
w
one end of the spring d is attached, is a stiff I here claimbar, connected at one end by a stiff spring,j, 1. The combination of a diapluragm in a
3o to the ear B of the ring B. The other end speaking-telephone with a ring-seat upon one 85
rests upon an adjusting-screw, G, placed in the side thereof adapted to furnish a support for
ear B° on the opposite side of the ring. The its edges and one or more flat springs upon
spring j tends to force the lever F away from the other side, the free ends of the said springs
the diaphragm and against the adjusting-screw pressing upon the diaphragm near its center
35 G. The ear B°, supporting the adjusting-screw and lholding it against the said ring-seat, sub- 9o
G, is drilled and slotted, as shown in Figs. 1 stantially as described.
and 2, to prevent the screw from wearing loose. 2. The combination of the diaphragm C and
The part of the lever F which comes in contact the electrodes e and e' and spring d with the
with the screw is inclined to the axis of the ring seat or frame B on one side and a flat
4o screw, as shown, so that when the screw is spring, D, on the other, the free end of the 95
forced inward it will press the lever toward said spring D pressing against the diaphragm
the diaphragm, and when it is withdrawn the near its center, and the said spring dcarrying
lever will, by the tension of the spring j, be the electrode ef, substantially as described.
forced away from the diaphragm. The outer 3. The combination of the diaphragmC with
45 end of the screw extends into a hole, l, through the ring seat or frame B on one side thereof roo
the casing, and is fitted to receive a key by which and a flat spring, D, and ad a on the other
it can be turned to adjust the lever to a desired side, the free end of the said spring D, with the
position.
intervening pad, a, pressing upon the dia
. The wires for connecting this transmitting phragin near its center, substantially as de
So instrument with the receiving-telephone are scribed.
FRANCIS BIAKE.
marked w and c'. I have, however, shown
them as connected with the primary circuit of
an induction-coil, I, in connection with which
JoHN FI. ROBERTs,
s'
s and s are the screw-cups leading to the bat
A. S. TWITCFIELL.
1.
Witnesses:

55 tery, while ss are screw-cups for connecting
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